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But now thus says the Lord, he who created you, O Jacob, he who formed you, O Israel: "Fear not, for I 

have redeemed you; I have called you by name, you are mine. When you pass through the waters, I will 

be with you; and through the rivers, they shall not overwhelm you; when you walk through fire you shall 

not be burned, and the flame shall not consume you. Isaiah 43:1-2 

 

Please don't forget; this is the most important formula, those three stages. You, as individuals, must be 

able to separate yourselves from Satan, or in other words, win victory over Satan; then you have the 

qualification to come under the love of God; and then you must be willing to sacrifice yourself for the 

sake of your fallen brother. SMM, Things Found Most Important in Leading a Life of Faith, 12-12-71 

 

Dear At the start of Sunday's service, Hyung Jin Nim expressed appreciation for President Trump's 

declaring a National Day of Prayer for all Americans affected by the Coronavirus Pandemic and for 

national response efforts. 

 

Communist governments don't want people to think they are Kings and Priests. Sadly many U.S. 

companies and U.S. government leaders are in bed with them. Communism is the most dangerous virus in 

the world, stripping people of their freedoms and human rights. 

 

Thank God Trump said "no" to globalism, centralized government and open borders. America needs to be 

more self-reliant. Pray for him. Leftists want to make it impossible to be a committed Christian and gun-

owner. Call the nation to repent. Pray for the patriots to be strong. We should be prepared, but not 

paralyzed by fear. There will be darkness in the night, but joy in the morning. 

 

 
 

Part 1. Church Preparedness Course 

Sanctuary Church Sunday Service 3/15/20 

 

He then welcomed Nick Mazza, Dennis Kutcha, and another instructor named Chris to give the 

Countering the Mass Shooter Threat seminar created by the United States Concealed Carry Association 

(USCCA). 



 

 

 

They are retired police officers, who want to teach civilians how to be prepared for security. It takes an 

average of 4 minutes for police to arrive in more populated areas, but in more rural areas like Pike County 

probably much longer. Americans have to realize that they need to be responsible for their own defense. 

 

Mass shootings have been rising in last 20 years. There is a correlation with the growth of Social Media. 

Bad people are seeking to become celebrities. There were 74 copy-cats of Columbine shooting. It's hard 

for police to arrive in time to make a difference. 

 

Three in four mass shootings are in "gun free zones." Such events are responsible for 85% of mass 

shooting deaths. Eight in ten firearms used were purchased at gun-shops already regulated by federal 

requirements. Zero percent were obtained in private sales. 

 

 
 

Part 2. Church Preparedness Course 

Sanctuary Church Sunday Service Part 2 on 3/15/20 

 

People are assigned to "terrorist" No Fly lists by bureaucrats, often with no explanation. Half with no 

known risk factors. Even U.S. Senator Ron Paul was put on that list. Does anyone really think he is a 

terrorist? There are no guidelines and no due process. The list requires neither "concrete facts" or 

"irrefutable evidence." How many mass shooters were on the Terrorist Watch List? Zero. 

 

"Gun Free" Zones are really Killing Zones in the eyes of predators. Passively waiting to be killed is 

obviously not the solution. The three recommended steps are: RUN, HIDE, FIGHT BACK! At the 

Virginia Tech shooting in 2007 the one classroom to resist from the very beginning had NO student or 

instructor deaths. So Fighting Back DOES Make a Difference. Start by barricading doors as the students 

in classroom 205 did. 

 

The instructor Chris led the Countering the Mass Shooter Threat seminar - Part 2. He has been involved 

with Armed School Security and teaching. 80% of mass shooters told someone they knew in advance 

about their plans. 

 

Risk Factors of Mass Shooters include: 

 

 Multiple failures, academically, socially or romantically. 

  

 Troubled, broken or abusive home 

  

 Disengaged parents, no responsible adult supervision 

  

 Psychotic symptoms including hallucinations or delusions 

 

Direct Factors of Mass Shooters include: 

 

 Illegal firearm purchase 

  

 Stockpiling of firearms, ammunition, 

  

 Written plans or "fictional" stories of violence. 

  

 Has Made Direct threats 



 

 

  

 Posts expressing admiration for mass shooters, admiration of terrorist groups. 

 

*********** 

 

Hyung Jin Nim's fascinating interview with NRA spokesman Colion Noir. 

 

 
 

COLION NOIR Talks about Coronavirus, North Korea, and God 

 

*************** 

 

*********** 

 

May God bless you and your families! 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Richard 

 

Richard A. Panzer, Ph.D., President 

World Peace and Unification Sanctuary - USA 

 

 


